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The sound inventory of Romani differs insignificantly from that of other European languages,
which for the most part also belong to the family of Indo-European languages. Merely the
distinctive function of the aspirated voiceless plosives /ph, th, kh/ is hardly found in any other
European language.

Ill. 1 Sound spectrum of the word ROMANI

INTRODUCTION
Ranging at about 60, the number of
phonemes (semantically distinctive
sounds) of Romani is relatively high
compared to other Indo-European languages. As Romani is a cluster of varieties without any homogenising standards, this high number of phonemes

CONSONANTS

The consonant system of Romani differs in one significant aspect from

1

can be seen both as a result of its heterogeneous character and the generally
strong influence of contact languages
on dominated ones. Illustrations 2 and
3 present an overview of the Romani
sound inventory. The individual phonemes are represented by spelling system
as used in RomLex, the multilingual
and multidialectal lexical Online-Res-

source, to represent all known sound
phenomena of Romani1. The sounds
in blue colour form the so-called core
of Romani, whereas all the others are
either loans from contact languages or
result from developments within the
variety itself that were partly also triggered by contact.

those of other European languages: it
disposes of the aspirated plosives (aspirated stops) characteristic of Indian
languages. In the case of Romani, these
are the voiceless aspirated plosives /ph,

th, kh/, which for the majority of Romani variants at least in initial position
have semantically distinctive function.
The following examples show the distinctivity of the aspirated plosives as

The writing conventions developed for RomLex <http://romani.uni-graz.at/romlex> are based on purely practical considerations and do not have any intentions of standardisation.

SOUNDS / PHONOLOGY
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Ill. 2

Romani consonants in their written representation following the conventions used in RomLex

well as their Old-Indo-Arian (inc) correlates, the aspirated
voiced plosives:
p erav : p h erav
t av : t h av
k er : k h er

← inc b h arati
← inc d h ā gga
← inc g h ara

‘I fall’ : ‘I fill’
‘cook!’ : ‘thread’
‘do!’ : ‘house’

ć erel < * k erel

Some varieties also dispose of the aspirated voiceless affricate
/čh/ in distinctive function:
č or : č h or

‘thiev’ : ‘pour!’

Arlije Romani

Additionally to /čh/, Romani displays three more postalveolar
affricates, /c/, /č/ and /dž/:
c idel
č orel
d ž al

‘he/she pulls’
‘he/she steals’
‘he/she goes’

Ursari Romani
Gurbet Romani
Latvian Romani

In Lovara Romani, a Northern Vlax variety, the affricates /čh/
and /dž/ are reduced to the fricatives /š/ and /ž/:
š avo < * č h avo
ž al < * d ž al
ga ž o < * ga d ž o

‘boy, son’
‘he/she goes’
‘non-Romani person’

Lovara Romani
Lovara Romani
Lovara Romani

In Kalderaš Romani, another Northern Vlax variety, these
fricatives are additionally palatalised:
ś avo < * č h avo
ź al < * d ž al
ga ź o < * ga d ž o
2

Palatalisation, sometimes called jotation due to the quasi
simultaneous articulation of the palatal approximant /j/, appears
in all Romani varieties in contact with Slavic languages. The
palatal affricate /ć/ is characteristic of Gurbet Romani, a Southern
Vlax variety:

‘boy, son’
Kalderaš Romani
‘he/she goes’
Kalderaš Romani
‘non-Romani person’ Kalderaš Romani

‘he/she makes’

Gurbet Romani

The affricate /ć/ results from the palatalisation of /k/ before /i/
and /e/. The palatalised consonants of other Romani varieties
can be explained in the same way:
ď es < * d i ves
ǧ i ľ a < * g i l i +a

‘day’
‘songs’

Kalderaš Romani
North-Russian Romani

Vlax varieties primarily dispose of two vibrants with distinctive
function:
ba r : ba ř

‘garden’ : ‘stone’

Gurbet Romani

Gemination (doubling) as a result of lengthening is a more
recent phenomenon of contact, appearing among others in the
Finnish variety of Romani. The following examples are loans
from German (deu):
gla t t iko
ho f f os

← deu glatt
← deu Hof

‘even, slippery’
‘yard’

The two dental fricatives /þ/ and /ð/ appear exclusively in
loans from English in the Welsh variety described by John
Sampson in 1926. They correspond to sounds represented in
English by <th>.
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VOWELS
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THE PRONUNCIATION OF “BASIC” ROMANI SOUNDS
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DIPHTHONGS
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Ill. 3

Romani vowels and diphtongs in their written representation follwing the conventions used in RomLex

a

All Romani varieties dispose of the five cardinal vocals /i, e, a,
o, u/. The Old Indo-Arian vocal system of Sanskrit, in which
vocal quantity (length) and quality are distinctive, has come to
be purely qualitative.
Sanskrit
← m ā rayati →
← m a rati →

Hindi
m ā rnā
m a rnā

‘to beat’
‘to die’

Today, purely qualitative vocal systems are characteristic of
varieties spoken on the Balkans. This holds for both Vlax
and Balkan varieties. Central varieties spoken in regions with
Hungarian influence show vocal lengthening resulting from
regional contact. However, the phonemic status of the length
is often arguable. The same holds for Sinti Romani, Finnish
Romani and Welsh Romani. As the examples illustrate, vocal
lengthening affects both lexemes of pre-European and European origin.
a a lato ← hun állat
b o o ri ← inc vadhū tī
.
h u u sa ← deu Haus
upr e e der ← *upreder

f
g
h
x
i
j
k
kh
l
m
n
o

as in fool
as in go
as in ham
as in loch
roughly as in easy
as in yes
as in take
as in kill
as in left
as in man
as in no
roughly
as in pot
oj roughly
as in joy

roughly
as in master
aj roughly
as in fight
b as in but
c as in Betsy
č as in chair
čh “aspirated č”
č followed by an
h sound as in
church holiday
d as in do
dž as in joy
e roughly
as in pet

VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS

Romani
m a rel
m e rel

Ill.4

u

‘animal’
Romungro Romani
‘daughter in law’ Romungro Romani
‘shop’
Finnish Romani
‘further up’
Welsh Romani

Depending on the individual contact situation, some varieties dispose of centralised vocals adopted from Romanian
(ron) or Turkish (tur). Some varieties furthermore dispose of
rounded vocals also resulting from contact with the Turkish
language:

g î ndisarel
str ê ino
avdž î luki
k ö ti
b ü lb ü li

< ron g î ndi
< ron str ă in
< tur avc ı lık
< tur k ö tü
< tur b ü lb ü l

p
ph
r
ř

as in spin
as in pin
as in rose
as in
French rien
s as in see
z as in zoo
š as in sure
ž as in pleasure
t as in stop
th as in top
u roughly
as in pull
uj as in Fench Louis
v as in voice

‘to think’
‘stranger’
‘hunter’
‘bad’
‘nightingale’

Kalderaš Romani
Kalderaš Romani
Sepečides Romani
Sepečides Romani
Arlije Romani

Diphthongs in words from the pre-European lexicon of Romani result from intervocal consonant elision.
ř oj / r oj
d uj
čh a j

← inc d. ova ← inc d( u) v ā 		
< *čh a v i

‘spoon’
‘two’
‘girl, daughter’

In the Northern Vlax varieties, the diphthong /aj/ is replaced by
/ej/ in most words of pre-European origin:
d e j < *d aj
š e j < *čh aj

‘mother’
‘girl, daughter’

Lovara Romani
Lovara Romani

In some varieties, this process of elision is still going on. In Burgenland Romani, for instance, variants with consonant elision
and the resulting diphthong are used alongside older full forms.
č au
< č avo
h o j amo < h o ľ amo

‘boy, son’
‘furious’

Burgenland Romani
Burgenland Romani

Other diphthongs appear in individual Romani varieties due to
language contact or as a result of internal processes partly also
triggered by language contact.
f ua t
← deu dial. f ua t
m ou dru < *m o dro

‘away’
‘blue’

Sinti Romani
Prekmurje Romani
3
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PRONUNCIATION AND STRESS

As realisation or, respectively, pronunciation of the sounds
of individual dialects always also depends on the respective
dominant contact language, it is difficult to make any
generalizing statements on this matter. As to the so-called
core stock, illustration number 4 roughly describes the
pronunciation of individual sounds compared to German.
This coining effect of contact languages similarly
holds for stress. So-called conservative varieties with stress
differentiation between the pre-European and European parts
of the lexicon can be distinguished from varieties with quasi
homogeneous stress.
Kalderaš Romani can be attributed to the first group.
Words of pre-European origin generally stress the final
syllable. This holds for both uninflected and simply inflected
forms.
maškar á l
← inc madhya
šuk á r
← inc śukra
kal- ó
← inc kāla
vurd ó n
← pal2 wardyūn 		
vurdon-or ó 		
ker- á s
← inc karoti
   

‘from the middle’
‘beautiful’
‘black’
‘cart’
‘small cart’
‘we make’

Inflected forms with secondary suffixes generally stress the
next to last syllable.
vurdon- é s-ke
ker- á s-as

‘cart’ (dative)
‘we were making’ (imperfective)

Forms with primary suffixes and uninflected words adopted
from European languages are characterized by penultimate
stress, that is, they stress the next to last syllable. Inflection

2

pal stands for Middle-Persian Pahlavi,
sla means Slavic in the following examples.

forms of European loanwords with secondary suffixes stress
the next to last syllable just like those of pre-European origin.
pr á x-o
← sla prax
prax- ó s-ke 		
l ú ng-o
← ron lung

‘dust’
‘dust’ (dative)
‘long’

Like several other varieties, Burgenland Romani has most
likely developed homogeneous penultimate stress under the
influence of Hungarian.
mašk á ral
š ú kar
k á l-o
v é rda
verd- ó ri
k é r-as

‘from the middle’
‘beautiful’
‘black’
‘cart’
‘small cart’
‘we make’

Except for forms with bi-syllabic secondary suffixes that
stress the last syllable preceding the suffix, penultimate stress
also holds for words of pre-European origin with secondary
suffixes and loanwords from European languages.
verd- é s-ke 		
verd- é s-kero
ker- á h-ahi 		
pr á h-o 		
prah- ó s-ke 		
prah- ó s-kero
d ú g-o
← sla dug

‘cart’ (dative)
‘cart’ (genitive)
‘we made’ (imperfective)
‘dust (nominative)’
‘dust’ (dative)
‘dust’ (genitive)
‘long’

As suggested by the different spelling of corresponding
lexemes of Kalderaš and Burgenland Romani, the individual
varieties differ in sound structure. These differences primarily
result from internal phonological processes. It would go
too to discuss these processes in detail at this point. Some
relevant processes concerning the classification of Romani
and resulting differences between individual variety groups
are treated as part of dialectology.
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